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PREFACE 

This thesis deals with the problem of sterotypy in 

ninking and, whether, if it exists, it can be measured by 

pencil and paper test using the fold-over variation of 

ne Likert technique. The primary aim of this study is the 

nvestigation of the construction of such a test. 

Indebtedness is acknowledged to the members of the ·ne

artment of Psychology of the Oklahoma A. and M. College

ho generously gave of their time and skill to aid and ad

ise the writer in the construction of.this test. Partic

lar thanks are due to Mrs. Hanna Warren who assisted in 

he typing of the schedules and to ·noctors A. M. Anikeeff, 

'• M. Gustafson, and R. E. Sommerfeld who served on the 

hesis committee. Dr. s. L. ·Reed contributed many valuable 

uggestions for the development of the philosophical back

round of. the study and, with the staff of the statistics 

aboratory, Oklahoma A. and M. College, encouraged the wri

.er with helpful suggestions. 

The writer wishes to express his gratitµde to Dr. 

~chard G. Cannicott for his perceptive comments on the 

reposed study; to the members of the Society of the Sigma 

:1 who expressed their interest in, by contributing to, the 

tudy; and to the many students and members of religious 

;roups who served as subjects for this study. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The study of stereotypy in thinking involves prior 

,nsideration of the processes of concept formation., gener

Lization in thinking., and the processes of abstracting. 

good review of historical points of view on these pro-

9sses can be found in the introduction of Fisher's (28) 

aper. 

It is neither necessary nor desirable to replace the 

aterial included in the non-experimental.history of the 

roblem. However., Fisher's study was one which depended on 

1e introspectionist as the instrument with concomitant 

nphasis on that portion of philosophical investigation 

1ich had to do with s~ch questions as the mental content 

nat is present when a univeral concept or a general or ab

tract idea is thought., while the present study does not 

spend on introspection and is more concerned with the uses 

o which general concepts are put; consequently., certain 

dditions to the studies Fisher considered might be useful. 

Plato (55) maintained a consistent approach to the 

roblem of the general concept. He implied that the word 

artook of the nature of the object and that the object 

hared some quality with the name. Going beyond names., or 

lasses., to propositions., Plato presents the point of view 

n a dialogue between Theatetus and the stranger that a 

tatement must be about something (have a subject) which 

1 
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~ts or exists. Finally, he demonstrates that knowledge is 

aparted through three instruments, (1) the name, (2) the 

~finition, and {3) the image; further, there is (4) the 

1owledge itself, and finally there is (5) the thing itself 

1ich is known and truly exists. 

Consistently it is found that Plato envisions a world 

~ Ideas of which observed events are only an imperfect rep

~sentation. This entails a value judgement that the Idea 

, "better" that its real projection into the observed 

>rld and that the more truly real is the knowledge of the 

~ent held in the mind of the knower. Reactions to the 

ieal represented in the mind, then, would be more appro

:-iate than reactions to the "less good" projection observ

i as an event or thing by the senses. 

Aristotle (5) differed with Plato in regard to the 

:1.lue of names. The point of view is taken that nouns are 

ames which have been conventionally assigned to things 

:lich do not necessarily partake·of the nature of the 

ling symbolized. Here the necessity of classifying an ob-

9Ct belongs in the province of man, and the object may 

~cur without the name. There is no inherent rightness or 

~ongness in any appellation, only a convenience in com

llnicating. 

Aristotle considered that objects had (and he did not 

~alify this with regard to the possibility of shifting 

~ames of reference) one essential attribute to be consid-· 
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•ed in propostions in which the object was to be consid

•ed. ·Though the object might have other attributes., 

~se other attributes were what he termed accidental 

;tributes and "should not" be considered in propositions 

>ncerned with the essential attribute of the object con-

~dered. 

In the discussion in which this point of view is pre

~nted., Aristotle expressed the view that it would be well 

> be rid of qualifications of statements about objects. 

William James (33)., in the Principles of Psychology., 

,ved to a position even more distant from the Greek 

linkers when he pronounced., on the Stream of Thought: 

~ permanently existing 1idea' ~ 'Vorstellung' which 

~kes its appearance before the footlights of conscious

:!!.! !l periodic intervals is~ mythological an entity!! 

~ Jack of Spades." 

James shows how a sensory experience can be sharpened 

Jnceptually through_the use of naming as a tool when he 

tates: 

••• the difference (between two terms) is always 
concreted and made to seem more substantial by 
recognizing the terms. I went out for instance 
the other day and found that the snow just fall
en had a very odd look., different from the com
mon appearance of snow. I presently called it a 
"micaceous" look; and it seemed to me as if., the 
moment I did so., the difference grew more dis
tinct and fixed than it was before. 

This is a far cry from the almost reverential treat

ent words received at the hands of Plato. The present 
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int of view · { and the one from which this paper stems) is JI 

stated by Thorndike (69): 

Meanings are in persons' minds, not in words, 
and when we say that a word has or possesses such 
and such meaningsJ) we are really saying that it 
has evoked, or caused, those meanings. 

With Thorndike and James the experimental approach to 

incept-formation» abstracting» and generalizing is entered. 

One of the best reviews of modern studies in this 

.eld is to be found in w. Edgar Vinacke's {70) article,_ 

1e Investigation of Concept Formation. In this article» 

.nacke incorporates the definition of "concept" through 

1e following criteriag 

1. "Concepts are not direct sensory data but some-

1ing resulting from the elabora tionp combination., etc • ., 

1ereof ••• " 

2. " ••• concepts depend on the previous experience of 

1e organism." 

3. "Concepts are responses which tie together» or 

Lnk, or combine discrete sensory experiences ••• " 

4. 

It may be inferred that such ties or links 
are symbolic in nature; that is» the same response 
stands for a variety of data. In the human organism 
this response is usually a word, and the word ties 
together different experiences with the same object, 
experiences with different objects somehow related to 
each other, the emotional responses aroused in these 
experiences, etc. 

5. 

On the side of the internal processes of the or
ganism, concepts represent selective factors. An 
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external stimulus arouses a symbolic response, on the 
one hand, or a symbolic response guides perceptual 
response, whichever comes first. 

(An example of symbolic response guiding perceptual 

sponse is that of James "micaceous" snow, detailed above.) 

Vinacke (70) notes the distinction Hayakawa makes be-

reen extensionality and intensionality in concepts. 

Reed's {57) findings of consistent and inconsistent 

>ncept formation in subjects is considered by Vinacke as 

mcept formation regardless of the "objectively correct'' 

• incorrect judgement given in the experimental design to 

ie concept. 

Vinacke notes, too, that: 

••• A symbolic response does not have a fixed, 
permanent meaning but represents a momentary focus
ing of experience upon a particular stimulus situa
tion, combining intensional as well as extensional 
data, inconsistent as well as consistent relation
ships, and placing the emphasis in a context of 
greater or lesser inclusiveness. 

. ~ 

Vinacke finds that 11 The two most clearly stated the-

ries of concept formation depend upon the distinction be-

ween abstraction and generalization." 

First, there is the "composite photograph theory." 

oodworth { 7 3) is quoted as saying·, ". o o the features com-

on to a class of objects summate their impressions on the 

bserver, who thus gradually acquires a picture in which 

he comm.on features stand out strongly while the variable 

haracteristics are washed out." Smoke's (63) suggestion 

s cited, that a concept is formed, not of the summation 
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>f' " ••• specific components common to a series of stimulus 

,atterns., but relationships between them." 

Second., Vinacke quotes Woodworth (73) again: "The 

~oncept is supposed to originate as a hypothesis which 0 

>roceeds to test by trying it on fresh specimens of' the 

llass." 

Contrasting the experiments of' Hull and Smo_ke., it is 

~ound that the greatest explicit difference may be seen by 

)Ontrasting the following-positions:: 

Hull (32} states::· 

All of the individual experiences which require 
a giveilreac't!'on., must contain certain characteris
tics which are at "tiie""same time comm.on to all members 
of' the group requirr-ng-rfirsreaction anawnich are 
NOTfound in qny members of' the groupsrequiring dif'-
"rerent react'ions. . 

Smoke (63) defines concept formation as "••othe pro

~ whereby!!! organism develops~ symbolic response 

(usually but not necessarily., linguistic) which is made 12,· 

che members Ef ~ class of stimulus patterns but not to 

:>ther stimuli. ti 

The design of' the cards used by.Hull and. Smoke would 

tnf'luence the results of' the experimental results. Hull's 

3ards were designed with common elements present; Smoke's 

were designed so that concepts could be formed from re

lationships which were designed into certain of the cards. 

Joncept formation was found to be present in both cases. 

An important point which Smoke emphasizes is that 

3oncept formation involves grouping., that individuals 
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.ppear to envisage certain stimulus patterns as belonging 

;o e. group to which any given stimulus pattern may or may 

Lot belong. 

From such an observation, it might be thought that 

:oncept formation might be a process of categorizing events 

>r experiences into some subjectively meaningful grouping 

:vinacke's third criterion). If this is the case, it 

:ould be postulated that there would be "he.rd" and "easy" 

:oncepts, that a "hard" one would represent a difficult 

;rouping or abstracting task and that an "easy" one would 

Je more simple. That this is the case is attested by ex

>eriments performed by Reed (57) and Heidbreder (29). 

Reed states: 

Complexity of stimuli has important effects on 
the kind and distribution of errors. Introducing 
confusing or conflicting concepts leads to the forma
tion of concepts with double and multiple meanings. 
As the complexity of the stimuli is increased, there 
is a ~efinite trend to shift from logical to illogical 
learning, or to base concepts on such factors as pri
macy, frequency, and sensory similarity of contiguous 
stimuli. A direct relationship was found between the 
fr.equency of the occurrence of concepts and the in-
s t·ances supporting them. 

Heidbreder, et al. (29), found: " ••• concepts are more 

Jr less readily attainable by human beings as their attain

nent requires a slighter or greater departure from the kind 

Jf response involved in perceiving a concrete object." 

Goldstein and Scheerer (26), from e. more clinical 

point of view, discussed concept formation as e. process 

which occurred in two levels, as the following extracts 

show: 
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The abstract and concrete behaviors are dependent 
upon two corresponding attitudes which are psycho
logically so basic that one may speak of them almost 
as levels. 

The abstract and the concrete attitudes are not 
acquired mental sets or habits of an individual, or 
special insoluble aptitudes, such as memory, atten
tion, etc. ·They are rather capacity levels of the 
total personality ••• 

Specifically: 

The concrete attitude is realistic. It does not 
imply conscious activity i'Ilthe sense of reasoning, 
awareness or a self-account of onevs doing. We sur
render to experiences of an unreflective characterg 
we are confined to the immedlate apprehension of the 
given thing or situation in its particular uniqueness. 
This apprehension may be by sense or percept, but is 
never mediated~ discursive reasoni~. Our thinking 
and acting are afrected by the immed ate claims which 
one particular aspect of the object or of the ·out
world situation makes. 

While on the other hsnd: 

The abstract attitude embraces more than merely 
the 1rea1 1 stimulus in its sco?e. 'It"'I'mplies con
scious'"a'otivity in the "s'ense o reasoning, awareness 
and self-account of one's doing. We transcend the 
immediately given situation, the specific aspect or 
sense impression: we abstract common from particular 
properties; we are oriented in our action by a rather 
conceptual viewpoint, be it a category, a class, or a 
general meaning llll.der which the particular object be
fore us falls. We detach ourselves from the given 
impression, and the individual thing represents to us 
an accidental example or representation of a category. 

In the Goldstein and Scheerer article, it is noted 

that speech can be qualitatively changed to a high degree 

in a patient with a brain disease. For this reason the 

concrete use of general concepts to a greater degree than 

average enables the individual to appear to produce a 
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·erbal performance not actually within his capacity. 

. nd, 

Further comments concerning this are: 

••• one may overtly utter general names without 
having the meaning of the conceptional generality im
plied in these words • 

••• speech in general presents a certain ambiguity; 
an ambiguity as to the concrete or conceptional mean
ing of words. This ambiguity exists already in the 
normal person's verbalization and is accentuated in 
abnormal cases. 

G. A. Miller (48) considers the abstract and concrete 

evels of concept formation in the following manner: 

Generalization is the rule rather than the excep
tion. When an organism learns to make a particular 
response in the presence of a particular stimulus, 
this learning generalizes to~ wide range of other 
stimuli. A child who learns to say 'kitty' for one 
four-legged furry animal generalizes this response to 
mice, rats, dogsJ' etc~ Special training is required 
to make the child discriminate more accurately; rein
forcement of the response to a narrow range of ·stimuli 
is accompanied by extinction of the responce to stimuli 
outside that range. 

Nothing in the world is reacted to as special or 
different from i'iiythitf e!se until reinforcement de-
pends ~ its different at!oii. -

An abstraction is a response to a property iso
lated from its context, ••• 

Osgood (52) considers a concept as a response, too, 

ut so expresses it that a degree of relatedness to the 

Jncrete examples may be seen when he defines it, in the 

ollowing way: 

A !attern of stimulation which is not the object 
is a i ~i of tlie objecf if it evokes i"n"'Ehe organism 
S:--med a n~reaction, h!s Ta) bei~ 's-Ome fractional 
part of the total behavior eI1cite _EI the object and 
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(b) producing distinctive self-stimulation that medi
ates responses which would not occur without the pre
v'Ious association of ~-obffit and object pattern of 
stimulationo 

It is to be noted that this definition does not en-

ail any awareness of mediating reactions, nor does it in-

icate that the individual respond in any way specificallyo 

uch a definition» then» does not preclude approaching 

roblems in concept formation utilizing the formulations 

f Goldstein and Scheerer (26) or those of Miller (48). 

Wendell Johnson (34) indicates the everyday applica= 

ion of generalization in his popular definition and des

ription of the process~ 

Now» a generalization is a statement that asserts 
that different things are somehow similar, or even 
identical 9 and so are to be reacted to or treated a
like, or nearly soo Thus not only do we say that all 
patients who exhibit such and such symptoms are alike 
in that they have appendicitis, but we also go on to 
remove the appendixes of all of theme Certain re= 
ligious sects not only hold that all babies are born 
'impure' or 'in sin', etco» but also proceed to sub
merge them all in water, or sprinkle them with it, or 
in some fashion baptize them» all of theme In some 
countries not only are all persons with certain pedi
grees classified together as Negroes» but they are 
also all deprived of various privileges and rights. 
The fact that not all appendicitus patients nor all 
babies nor all Negroes are alike~ even though we say 
they are, is something that we do not seem able to 
take into account very easily. The similarities, how
ever slight, impress us more than do the differences, 
however great, once we have stressed the similarities 
by naming them and by generalizing in terms of the 
name we have given themo ~ ~ ~ 

Johnson describes the process of identification in 

~uch a way that it might be considered to be an operational 

iefinition of the abstract attitude studied by Goldstein 
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nd Scheerer (26) in the paper previously mentionedo 

ohnson's description follows~ 

Now, it is to be clearly recognized that in our 
still fundamentally prescientific culture we tend 
strongly to deal with individuals and things in terms 
of classes, categories 9 or types. The very structure 
of our language largely insures thisj) without our hav
ing to attend to it. That structurej) patterned as it 
is on the A-is-A premise, implies that reality con
sists of types of things» each type having its dis
tinguishing attributes or features. Thus» we speak 
of our language as having a subject-predicate struc
ture. That is to say 9 it is designed to classify ob
jects or actions according to their supposedly intrin
sic and absolute qualitieso It performs this function 
quite automaticallyo Almost any common noun9 for ex
ample» denotes» when used uncritically» not a parti
cular or unique thingl> but a whole classo 'This is a 
book» 1 represents the more nearly complete statementi 
VT.his particular unique object belongs to that class 
of objects we call book and is to be reacted to ac
cordinglyj) as we react to other objects in this classov 
It is a statement of classification serving to assign 
a particular thing to a given category or class of 
thingso Then9 as we have learned to react to that 
category, so we react to the particular thing. In 
such a sensej) any statement of the formp VT.his is a 
book» v is an expression of identificationo 

Continuing the discussion of "identification.11" 

·ohnson illustrates the process which Goldstein and 

,cheerer would term the abstract attitude manifested to-

rard a concrete event: 

••• If we do not know that a word names a whole 
class of things and implies identification of them, 
if we do not evaluate the difference between words 
and objects, if we do. not clearly differentiate in
ferences from descriptions, we tend to behave the way 
animals do, because they too are ignorant of such 
matters. Under such conditions, we react to lower
level abstracts, to individual personal) objects, or 
events, as though they were the same as higher-level 
abstractsj) classes, categories» generalizationso We 
react to the word education» for example» as though 
it were the same--as actual education; and, so» as 
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though education were the same as education. There 
actually are people who are in favor or veducation,' 
and others who are opposed to 'education'l Such 
people have'conditioned responses on a high level of 
abstractiono" 

Lippman (43) describes a process, on the other hand, 

hich emphasizes the ambiguity noted in speech (the "ambi

uity as to the concrete or conceptual meaning of words") 

b.en he says)) "We do not so much see this man or that sun-

et; rather we notice that the thing is man or sunset, and 

hen we see chiefly what our mind is already full of on 

hose subjects." These are illustrations of the way the 

ictures individuals carry about in their heads of objects 

nd people may obstruct their recognition of present 

vents. Mr. Lippman terms these pictures stereotypes. 

Vinacke (71) in his extensive review of the litera-

ure on stereotypes gives the following definition of 

tereotyping~ 

In functional terms stereotyping may be defined 
as 'the tendency to attribute generalized and simpli
fied characteristics to groups of people in the form 
of verbal labels.' The stereotype itself is usually 
described as a system of such verbal labels. If 9 

however, they ma.y properly be regarded as conceptsp 
then the verbal labels represent all.ya pa.rt of the 
conceptual system, since it would be necessary to 
allow for intensionalp hierarchical» and other as
pects. 

Hayakawa (28) presents a different point of view when 

.e writes: "What are stereotypes anyway? They are, it 

eems to me, traditional and familiar symbol clusters, ex

reasing a more or less complex idea in a convenient way." 

Such a definition is more specific than Vinacke 1 s, 
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:1. "stereotypen would be limited to the symbolic aspect of 

3ntal organization) and places the roots of particular 

tereotypes in the indivi.due.l I s cultureo Hayakawa spells 

~is out specifically: 

Every culture is rich with them.ooeAny indicidual 
who does not know the stereotypes of thought and feel
ingoeomay be said to be a stranger to our culture» for 
a culture is the accumulation and passing on of tradi
tional nonsense as well as of traditional wisdom. 

It is with the social aspect of stereotypy that 

tagner (67) is concerned in his discussion on Institu

ionalized Compl~xes~ 

Since our verbal symbols are institutionalized9 

being a part of the whole social structure in which 
the child is reared9 they lend themselves readily to 
the formation of affective responses which are gen
eralized to cover a wide range of situations having a 
certain common featureo 

A simple illustration is the word vhomeo 1 About 
this word numberless affective conditionings~ most of 
them pleasant~ have centered .. A large number of them 
have been deliberately or unintentionally implanted 
as the result of our traditions 9 the social approval 
which attaches to the belief in the ~sanctity of the 
home 9 ' etc. Punishment and unpleasantness are associ
ated with disregard for the homeo 

Perhaps a better illustration would be 'com
munist.' To this term most Americans react with dis
like9 because of multiple conditionings against it9 

although unable to define it. The emotional re
sponse is unthinking and mechanical 9 ioeo, stereo
typed. 

When the concept of the institutionalized stereotype 

)ecame current in psychological parlance 9 and the process 

,f individual stereotyping behavior was recognizedj many 

~tudies of individual and social behavior were begun in 

)rder to answer some of the questions which this concept 
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rought to the fore. 

Among these studies are Katz' and Braly's (351 36) work 

n prejudice and stereotypy and stereotypy among college 

tudents. Related to this area is Schoenfeld's (60) work, 

hat of Seago (61), Bayton (9), and Meenes (45). 

Studies of "racial distance," such as those of 

ogardus (13,14), Meltzer (46)J) and Monjar (49)J)_ depend on 

tereotyping processes on the part of respondents. 

"Halo" effects in judgements are sometimes the results 

f stereotyping processes. Lewis (41) found a relationship 

etween acceptance of a slogan and prestige-value of the 

arson to whom the slogan was attributed, while in esthe

ios, Saad1 and Farnsworth (59) and Sherif (62) found a 

elationship between prestige-weighted authors and judge-

.ent of worth of 11 terary work .. Michel 9 Rosenthal, and 

1e Camp ( 47) found this relationship in prose work but did 

,ot find it in works of poetry. 

Razran (56) found the influence of "national" names 

n judgements of photographs, as shown by expressed likes. 

Clark and Clark (17), Blake and Dennis (12}J) and 
. . 

~ringer (66) found that children develop concepts of 

:roup membership early. 

Fernberger (21) found that men and women have stereo-

;ypes of one another. 

Edwards (19,20) suggests that stereotypes vary in 

iniformity, direction, intensity, and quality. He found 
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lationships between direction and uniformity, direction 

d quality, and uniformity and intensity; however, 

hoenfeld (60) did not agree completely with these find.

gs o 

Stagner and Osgood (68) found indications that stereo

pes cound change through events which work to change the 

1rcei ved relationship of the observer with the ~tereotype. 

Klineberg (37) is cited by Vinacke (71) as pointing 

Lt the fact that there is still uncertainty as to how 

.osely verbal attribution of traits corresponds to the 

:tual conceptual system. 

Subjects in a study conducted by Child and Doob (16) 

Ld a tendency to assign approved traits to preferred 

•oups, regardless of whether or not they were attributed 

> themselves o 

Bettelheim (11) shows that stereotyping may be a two

LY process, since, in his (extreme) instance 9 the Jew has 

stereotype of the Gestapo man, as well as vice versa. 

,th tend to interpret the othervs be~avior in terms of the 

;ereotype, and they act toward one another as they would 

,ward the stereotype. 

Such behavior does not appear to be incompatible with 

1e results of the study made by 0 9Conner (51), a part of 

tlch was comprised of a scale designed to measure "intol

rance of ambiguity," by Walk (72) whose items bear some 

9semblance to items on the scale which is the subject of 
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.is study. 

"Tolerance toward ambiguity" as investigated by 

enkel-Brunswik (27) is associated with individuals whose 

.tlooks cross national and racial lines or barriers of 

x roles and dominance-submission patterns; prejudiced 

Ldividuals tend to show rigidity in their cognitive pro-

·s ses. 

Adorno, et al.D (1) utilized stereotypy in thinking 

an important element in the California studies pub

.shed as The Authoritarian Personali tyo In this study 

Lere is the following statement: 

There is no simple gap between experience and 
stereotypyo tereotypy is a device for looking at 
things comfortably; since, howeve~it feeds on deep
lying unconscious sources, the distortions which 
occur are not to be corrected merely by taking a real 
look. Rather, experience itself is predetermined--=sy
stereotypy. The persons whose interviews on minority 
issues have just been discussed share one decisive 
trait. Even if brought together with minority group 
members as different from the stereotype as possible, 
they will perceive them through the glasses of stereo
typy, and will hold against them whatever they are 
and do •••• One cannot 'correct' stereotypy by ex
perience; he has to reconstitute the capacity for 
having experiences in order to prevent the growth of 
ideas which are malignant in the· most literal clinical 
sense. 

Hoffer's (31) comments on "Doctrine" illustrated some 

'the individual and social concomitants of stereotypy in 

•eas other than inter-personal relations. His theoretical 

•esentation led Rokeach (58) to his work on dogmatism in 

way that closely tied it with stereotypyo For his pur-

>ses, dogmatism was defined asg 
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(a) a relatively closed cognitive system of beliefs 

and disbeliefs about reality.!> 

(b) organized around a central set of beliefs about 

absolute authority, which, in turn, 

(c) provides a framework for patterns of intolerance 

and qualified tolerance toward otherso 

Dogmatic behavior can be viewed as stereotypy in areas 

which value judgements are seen to be appropriate by the 

rson making themo Rokeach (58) considered dogmatism with 

spect to political» religious, and scientific spheres of 

man activityo There is no reason to suppose that similar 

1havior could not be found in other spheres of human ac

.vi ty as wellp other than the possibility of insufficient 

~erience within some spheres» for an individual might not 

•ovide sufficient knowledge for a system of beliefs to be 

•ganized. There is, though.!> the question of individual 

.fferences in reacting to statements of dogma.tic beliefs 

1 the various spheres of human activity.!) and the relation

lip of the intensity of the reactions in one sphere to the 

tactions in others, regardless of experience in any or all 

>heres of activityo 

Dogmatic statements of value judgements are frequently 

• the nature of concrete manipulation of more abstract 

,ncepts or of abstract manipulation of more concrete con

~ptso Tt is felt that the intensity of the individual vs 

~action to such statements might serve as an index for the 
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;ree of stereotypy he would show in thinking. If this 

the case., then regardless of particular psychological 

perience in any area., or of lack of experience in others, 

ereotypy will influence the intensity with which he will 

spond to dogmatic statements. 

Therefore, it is hypothesized: 

(1) Stereotypy in thinking can be measured by mea

suring the intensity of responses to dogmatic 

statements concerned with the various spheres of 

human activity. 

(2) Correlation between scores representing intensity 

of responses to dogmatic statements in various 

spheres of human activity will be high. 

The problem is to construct a test comprised of dog

.tic statements concerned with different spheres of human 

.ti vi ty in which responses of various degree of intensity 

.y be meas·ured., to correlate the scores which represent 

~ varying degrees of intensity with some outside cri

irion of stereotypy, and to obtain measures of the degree 

' relationship which might exist between degr·ees of 

;ereotypy shown in responses to the different items of 

Le test. 



METHOD 

The instrument; its constructiono--Three hundred 

statements of a dogmatic or categorical nature which re

ferred in some way to at least one of the spheres of human 

activity delineated by Spranger (65) and summarized by 

Allport (3) were constructedo In addition to dogmatic 

statements which were concerned with matters which might 

be thought to pertain to theoretical 9 economic, esthetic, 

social, political, and/or religious spheres of human 

activity, dogmatic statements about~ were included. 

Statements made in newspapers, text books 9 religious 

tracts, scientific journals, novels 9 opinion or attitude 

scales, and daily converstions furnished material for this 

collection of items. Others were constructed by the 

writer. 

These statements were submitted to a panel of judges, 

all students at Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical 

College, Stillwater, Oklahoma.. These students1 were in

structed to select seventy-five of the 300 items for in

clusion in the instrument. It was the purpose of this 

panel to eliminate excessive concentration or emphasis on 

lRoy Vance Ramsey, Freshman; Darrell Beil, Sophomore; 
Lynn Myers, Junior; Stanley Leveque, Senior, Warren 
McClintock., Graduate I; and Perry Stinson, Graduate III. 

19 
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any one area in which too many statements were thought to 

applyo The members of the panel were aware of the nature 

and purpose of the desired finished testo 

The criteria for judging items specifically were: 

(1) Is the item comprehendible? Can the individual 

taking the test understand the item easily, 

quickly, without re-reading or study? 

(2) Is it clear that there is implied a definite 

category or class of objects or events in the 

statement? 

(3) Does the item sound plausible? Apparent absurdi

ties or impossibilities should be discardedo 

(4) Are there already similar items which appear for 

any reason to be better phrased? 

(5) Is the item "common knowledge"? (to be included}, 

or is it obviously a quotation from some source 

which might have prestige in the regard of the 

individual taking the test? (to be excluded) 

Each judge was requested to submit at least ten items 

which would meet the criteria by which the original body 

of items were judgedo These contributions were evaluated 

with the others by the panel memberso 

From the pooled items, 220 items were selected for the 

pilot studyo (Because of an error, one item selected was 

not included in the schedule.) 

They were arranged for scoring, using the Likert (42) 
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jechnique. Instructions for taking the test in the pilot 

!tudy were as follows: 

Read each item carefully. 
a line, divided as below: 

Under each item is drawn 
(see Figure 1.) 

oVSAo oSAo 0? 0 oSDo .VSD. 

This represents a range from very strong agreement to 
very strong disagreement. The letters represent the 
following~ 

VSA--very strong agreement 
SA~--strong agreement 
A----agreement 
?----neither agree nor disagree 
D----disagreement 
SD---strong disagreement 
VSD--very strong disagreement 

Place a check on the line to indicate the degree of 
your feeling (agreement» disagreement) about the 
statement. Answer all statements. 

Under each statement is a space for remarks about the 
statement. If you want to do so, use this space for 
remarks. 

There are no "right" or "wrong" answers. Just check 
the line at the spot that shows how ytu feel about 
the statement. (See APPENDIX A for s atements.) 

Subjects.--The subjects were 135 students in a be

ginning course in psychology during the spring' semester 

of 1954. 

Selection of items.~-The schedule was given to the 

subjects in two sessions; in the first, the first 114 

items were given; in the second session, the remainder of 

the schedule was given. At both sessions, the instructions 

were read aloud to subjects at the beginning of the session. 
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Responses were scored in the manner shown in Figure 2o 

.VSA. .SA. .A. .?. .D. .SD. .VSD. 
6 5 4 3 2 l O l 2 3 4 5 6 

Fig. 2. _Method of scoring marks on opinion continuum 

The numbers below the line represent the value given 

;o marks within those categories. The scores were added 

~or each individual taking the test 0 and the total scores 

vere ranked from highest to lowest. 

The highest scoring and the lowest scoring quartiles 

vere separated from the rest of the tests and placed in 

;wo separate categories. 

A tally of the way each individual in the highest 

scoring group marked each item was made; similarly, the 

!cores of each individual for each item of the lowest 

scoring group were shown on the tally sheet. Arbitrarily 

!electing a cut-off point at the SA and SD lower bound-

tries, the items were analyzed for the degree each had 

)Ontributed to the total score, using the Laws~e (39) 

1omograph. The procedure is illustrated below for item 

U7: 

VSA SA ? D SD 
[igh 7 0 8 1 0 6 0 4 0 
~ow· 0 0 8 0 9 1 1 0 

ilig. 3. , Distribution of hifh and low scorers along 
opinion continuum Item 217) • 

VSD 
1 
0 
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This indicates that twenty individuals in the high

ecoring group checked in the "high-scoring" area while one 

tndividual in the low-scoring group did~ This indicates 

that this item might discriminate between the high-scoring 

and low-scoring groupso 

When these tallies are converted to percentages$ it 

ts found that 62% of the high scorers and 3% of the low 

scorers marked the "high-score" area on this itemo On the 

~awshe nomograph» this gives a discriminating power of 

2o20o 

All the items on the schedule were found to discrimi-

nate between high-scoring and low=scoring individualso 

One hundred items were selected for the second schedule 

~anging in discriminatory power from lo60 to 2o95o 

This 100-item test has instructions similar to that 

:,f the schedule used in the pilot study o Items in it are 

arranged in descending order of discriminatory value 

The instructions and test items are as follows: 

Read each item carefullyo Under each item is drawn 
a line» divided as below: 

o VSA • ?,A " A • . "! 0 D " SD O VSD o 

~igo 4o Opinion Continuum. for GASo 

This represents a range from very strong agreement 
to very strong disagreemento The letters represent 
the following: 
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VSA--very strong agreement 
SA---strong agreement 
A--..:-agreement 
?----neither agree nor disagree 
D----disagreement 
SD---strong disagreement 
VSD--very str·ong disagreement 

Place a check on the line to indicate the degree of 
your feeling (agreementi disagreement) about the 
statement. 

Answer all the statementso 

There are no "right" or "wrong" answerso Just check 
the line at the spot that shows how you feel about 
the statemento 

Statements included in this test are found in 

,PPENDIX Bo 

From the total test, two forms, Form A and Form B, 

rere constructed (APPENDIX C). Each was comprised of fifty 

.tems from the original test, Form A of the odd-numbered 

tems and Form B of the even-numbered itemso The instruc-

,ions for each of the two forms are the same as the in-

tructions for the total scheduleo Scoring the test was 

lS.de simpler by omitting the spa·ces between lettered sec

ions of the opinion range line. The scores were awarded 

s follows: 

VSA • SA • A • ? 0 n 0 SD • VSDo 
3 2 1 0 1 2 3 

ig. 5. Method of scoring opinion continuum for GAS. 

It can be seen that for the total schedule a range in 

ossible scores from Oto 300 exists. 

To determine the reliability and validity of the 

chedule s ( termed the General Attitude Survey and ref erred .. / 

·_,// 
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;o by the initials GAS for the total schedule, GAS-A for 

~orm A, and GAS-!! for Form B) was the next step. 

To determine the reliability of the GAS, the split

ialves method was used, test-retest procedure was used, 

ind the Spearman-Brown reliability coefficient was com~ 

,uted. Reliability of GAS-A and GAS-B was computed by the 

ilternate forms methodo 

To determine the validity of the schedules., in addi

Gion to the self-validating function the reliability co-

3fficient has for the test., an outside criterion of 

stereotypy was needed to validate the testo For this 

~urpose the extreme group method was usedo Since stereo

typy was conceived as a global function which might be 

expected to appear in value judgements in which dogma or 

dogmatic belief was a factor, three religious groups and 

group of research scientists were selected as groups which 

might represent opposite extremes in dogmatic or stereo

typed thinking. 

Subjecte.--In testing the GAS for reliability., sub

jects were distributed in the following manner~ 

For the split-halves method, 135 beginning psychology 

students were used. (This was not the same group as the 

one used in the pilot study.) These subjects were in four 

different sections, one of thirty-two persons, one of 

twenty-three, one of forty-three, and one of thirty-seven. 

Three of these same sections were used to furnish subjects 
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~or the test-retest. Because of absences, not all the 

students in .each section were able to be in the test

~etest group. The number of students who completed the 

:;est-retest procedure for the GAS was eighty-three; one 

section contributed thirty-six, one section twenty-one, 

and one section twenty-six. To test the reliability of 

1AS-A and GAS-B, one section of beginning psychology 

students was used. In this section, forty-three contri

buted to the alternate forms test, while forty contri

buted to the test-retest and to the split-halves method. 

In determining the validity of the GAS, scores made 

on the GAS by the 135 beginning psychology students list

ed above were used in addition to scores for seventy~ 

eight persons in religious groups, distributed as follows: 

Men's Group, Roman Catholic Church------16 

Baptist Youth Group---------------------35 

Presbyterian Youth Group----------------27 

Responses were obtained from fifty-seven members of 

an organization of scientific research personnel •. 

Procedure.--Each section of the beginning psychology 

classes was read the instructions for taking the GAS in a 

regular class session as the tests were distributed. 

Members of the classes who asked questions about indi

vidual items were told that questions could not be an

swered after the tests were distributed. The same ad

ministrative procedure was used for those sections which 
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>articipated in the retest» which was given a week later. 

[n administering the GAS-A and GAS-B, the GAS-B was given 

~irst, during a regular class session; subjects were in-

3tructed to return this form on completion to the ad

ninistrator and to pick up and complete a copy of the 

)ther form (GAS-A). The same procedure was followed for 

the second administration of these two forms which took 

)lace a week later. 

In administering the GAS to the religious groups, 

3ach group was met in its own church or meeting-place 

after a regularly scheduled meeting for the group. The 

JAS was distributed» and the instructions were read aloud 

to the groups. Again» questions about items on the test 

were not answered. 

In administering the GAS to the group of research 

workers, members of the Society of the Sigma Xi listed in 

the Oklahoma Agricultural and Mechanical College directory 

were sent a letter with a copy of the GAS through the cam~ 

pus mail. The letter is shown in APPENDIX Do 

Of 132 members so circularized» fifty-seven responded 

in time to be included in the group (within three weeks of 

the time the schedules were mailed). 

All the tests were scored; the mean, standard devia

tion standard error of the mean, and the standard error of 

the standard deviation were computed from the scores for 

each group by methods listed by Garrett (24). 
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Using Garrett Vs procedures, reliability of the GAS 

ras computed by the test-retest method, the split-halves 

Lethod, and the computation of the reliability coefficient 

if the whole teste For the GAS-A and the GAS-B, the test

•etest method was used» the split-halves method was used» 

;he Spearman-Brown coefficient of reliability was calcu

.ated» and the "alternate forms" method was usede 

To determine validity of the test by comparing the 

•esults with an external criterion, scores of the "extreme 

;roups" and of the psychology classes were tested to deter

une if differences existed between them and if these dif

'erences were significanto 

Another test of validity made was the rank-differences 

;est» which was made with members of the Baptist Youth 

~roupo Members of the group were ranked by other members 

>f the group» and their positions were compared with their 

~omparative positions as determined by scores on the GASe 
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RESULTS 

Reliability coefficients for scores made by begin

~ng psychology students on schedules designed to measure 

tereotypy in thinking appear in Table lo All the reli

.bility coefficients listed in Table 1 are significant at 

ihe oOl levelo 

Because of the small size of the NVs in three groups, 

:-c, I-D, and TV-C, Table 1, the standard errors for the 

•eliabillty coefficients are given in terms of the stan

lard error of Fishervs function Zo 

The r of I-Dis the one which can be reduced the low

~st; taking the lower limit of the calculated .99 confi

ience interval would leave an r of .57, which is at the 

,01 level of significance. 

Differences in GAS mean scores from tests taken by 

~hree religious groups, four beginning psychology classes, 

and a group of research scientists are not found to be 

~ignificant as shown by Table 2o 

Differences between standard deviations of scores of 

three religious groups 9 four psychology classes, and a 

scientific research group appear in Table 3o The stan

iard deviation is significantly larger (at greater than 

the .01 level of confidence) for the scientific group than 

ror any other group save the Presbyteriano The Presby

terian group, itself 9 has a larger standard deviation than 

other groups, though this difference is between the 005 
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nd .01 level of confidenceo No other groups listed have 

ignificantly different standard deviationso 

When members of the Baptist Youth Group who took the 

AS were rated by other members of the group 9 with respect 

o the degree they were thought to have internalized the 

recepts and teachings of their sect and to abide by and· 

dhere to particularly Baptist teachings» the relationship 

etween their positions on the rating-scales of three 

aters and the positions on the GAS (ranked 1 for most 

aptist beliefs;]:_ for highest scoring on GAS; 20 for 

east believing, 20 for lowest scoring.) was calculated • 

.'he I' was found to be o 31., This was not found to be a 

ignificant relationshipo 
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TABLE 1 

RELIABILITY OF THE GENERAL AT'l!'ITUDE SURVEY 

N r SEr Spearman Brown r 

I Test-retest: 
one week apart 

A. GAS-A1* VS• GAS=A2 40 086 004 
Bo GAS-BJ. VSo GAS-B2 40 085 004 
C. GAS 26 085 022** 
Do GAS 21 084 024** 
Eo GAS 36 o8l 006 

II Alternate forms: 
one week apart 

Ao GAS-A1 VSo GAS-B2 40 087 004 
Bo GASQB1 VSo GAS...A2 40 073 007 

III Alternate forms:• 
same day 

Ao GAS-Al VS• GAS-~ 40 086 004 
Bo GAS-A2 VSo GAS- 2 40 090 003 

IV Split halves: 

A. GAS 43 090 !'03 
B. GAS 37 092 002 
Co GAS 23 093 022** 
n. GAS 32 092 003 
E. GAS-A 40 089 003 
F. GAS-B 40 084 ..os 

*Subscripts refer to order of taking test; 1 = first, 
2 = retest 

**SE of Fisher's function z; Formula 48, Garrett (24) 

095 
096 
096 
096 
094 
091 



TABLE 2 

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN MEANS Ill TERMS OF CRITICAL ~TIOS 

Group Baptist Catholic Pres• mass 1 Class 2 Glass 3 Glass 4 

N 35 16 27 32 23 43 37 

Mean 148.71 139094 143030 140031 148022 153056 143097 

Baptist 35 148071 -- 1.10 060 1.23 .06 .75 .72 

Catholic 16 139.94 -- -- .32 .04 083 lo65 048 

Pres. 27 143.30 -- -- -- .31 045 lolO ~07 

Class 1 32 140031 -- -- -- -- 087 lo84 050 

Class 2 23 148022 -- -- -- -- -- 061 048 

Class 3 43 153056 -- -- -- -- -- -- lo38 

Class 4 37 143097 -- -- -- _ ... -- -- --
Sigma Xi 57 146012 

No significant difference between mean scores at the .05 level of confidence. 
I 

I 

Sigma Xi 

57 

146012 

.32 

.65 

.27 

067 

.21 

089 

.22 

CA 
ro 



TABLE 3 

SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN STANDARD 
DEVIATIONS IN TERMS OF CRITICAL RATIOS 

Group Baptist Catholic Preso Class 1 Class 2 

N 35 16 27 32 23 

SD 25037 26.89 4lo58 30.21 35ol6 

Baptist 35 25.37 -- .27 2e52* loOO lo63 

Catholic 16 26.89 -- -- lo98* .55 lol7 

Pres. 27 4lo58 -- -- -- lo66 .70 

Class 1 32 30.21 -- -- -- -- .,77 

Class 2 23 35ol6 -- -- -- -- --
Class 3 43 31.65 -- -- -- -- --
Class 4 37 30.67 -- -- -- -- --
Sigman 57 5lo29 

*Significant at the .05 level or confidence .. 

**Significant at the .01 level of confidence. 

Class 3 Class 4 

43 37 

31.65 30.67 

1.37 lol3 

.a1 .63 

1.50 lo63· 

.2a 009 

056 .71. 

-- 020 

-- --

Sigma Xi 

57 

51.29 

4o55** 

3 .60** 

1.29 

3o44** 

2e27* 

3.32** 

3 .44** 

CJil 
CJil 
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DISCUSSION 

The findings in this investigation indicate that one 

r the criteria was met, but the other was not. It be

,mes necessary to consider the reasons for this apparent 

nomaly. 

If responses of the same intensity were made to state

snts concerned with topics in the spheres of theoretical, 

sligious, racial, social, political, economic, or es

~etic values, it was considered that the latent content 

s the concept is treated by Lazarsfeld (40) would be in

lcative of a personality factor which was expressed 

b.rough responses to these various items. Intrinsically, 

l:lis was found. 

One of the assumptions made in this intrinsic anal

sis was that only~ factor would be influential in pro

ucing responses of similar intensity for each of the sev

ral spheres of human interest represented in the scale. 

ecause items in the scale were concerned with the con

rete treatment of abstract concepts or the abstract 

reatment of concrete concepts, in many cases, it was 

urther ass·umed that the one factor would be that one 

hich has been defined as stereotypy in thinking. 

When the various tests of reliability were applied 

o the GAS schedules (see Table 1), reliability coeffi

ients for the various tests were found to be high enough 

hat further investigation of the tests was deemed war-
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anted. 

"Known groups" tests were made to determine the ex

rinsic validity of the GAS. It was not to find and de

ine the differentiating quality of religious groups and 

cientific workers that this schedule was given to both 

roups, but it was given to determine whether the GAS 

ould be able to distinguish between the groups with re

pect to the assumed~ quality which the test measured 

27} 0 

The failure of the GAS to distinguish between the 

,eligious groups and scientific research groups with re

;ard to the mean score was crucial (Table 3)o 

That scientific personnel made a score representing 

as defined in the test) as great a degree of dogmatic 

;hinking as did non-scientific workers seriously reflect

id on the validity of the instrument or on the theory. 

ffiY or all of three explanations of the anomalous results 

1ay obtain: 

(1) The test, constructed for a student group, was 

an insufficient instrument to measure stereo

typy in thinking in other populations. 

(2} Differences in degrees of stereotypy in think

ing do not differentiate members of the parti

cular known groups tested; that is, there may 

be no correlation of stereotypy in thinking and 

membership in the groups selected to validate 

the tests. 
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(3) "Stereotypy in thinking" may be itself a fie-

tional construct., without existence in any em

pirical sense., so that behavior attributed to 

such an inferred construct may actually be the 

result of other logical and psychological dy-

namics. 

With respect to the third point., it may be that 

tereotypy is a portion of a larger verbal behavioral con

iguration which serves to provide the latent continua 

hich would be responsible for the correlation of res

onses to items concerned with seemingly different spheres 

f interest. Again., other personality factors may deter

.ine the consistency of response intensity. In regard to 

his., there is some feeling that extreme marks may reflect 

ther qualities than stereotypy in thinking. The extremes 

.ay be marked by hostile or frantic and daring people.l 

It seems probable that all three results obtain in 

ome measure; that items suitable for student groups do 

,ot bear the same relevance in value-systems of non-

tudent groups; and that responses may be to the consstruc

,ion of a statement. ( One response to a dichotomous "all

,r-none" type of statement was marked VSD with the commen~ 

you can't say always about this.," rather than to the sup

osed referrent.) 
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Finally, the question of whether the "known groups" 

ere typical must be consideredo Since the town in which 

h.e test was constructed is a "college town" and the 

~eater portion of the individuals who were members of the 

roups taking the schedules were studentsp the possibility 

xists that academic affiliation may serve as a source of 

ample contaminationo 

The variability which was found in the responses of 

he different groups may serve as an indication of shared 

rames of reference with regard to value-decisions and 

udgements in the spheres of activity which provided items 

or the schedules (see Table 3)o 

Greatest variability was found among members of the 

igma Xi, the society of scientific research personnel. 

he standard deviation for scores of this group was signi

icantly larger than for any other group» at the oOl level 

f confidence, except for the Presbyterian Youth Group. 

he Presbyterian group showed a wider standard deviation 

han any other group, with the exception of Sigma Xi, 

hough this difference was significant only by comparison 

rith the Baptist and Catholic groups, and at the 005 level 

if confidence o 

Individuals rated as most extreme in their adherence 

:o the tenets of the Baptist religion made low scores on 

;he GAS» resulting in a rank-difference correlation of but 

31 1 which was not significant. It must be remembered 
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hat the population in this Baptist group was a student 

opulation in college. The possibility exists that the 

urn of character which motivated individuals to activity 

n the Baptist group might have motivated the same in

.ividuals to study courses in semantics, critical think

ng, philosophic enquiry, psychology, or sociology which 

lay have influenced responses on the GAS. Such an ex

,lanation would emphasize the degree of relationship 

rh.ich exists between group membership and personal motiva

:ion and interests .. 



SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

A schedule comprised of dogmatic statements concerned 

1th theoretical, religious, economic, social, esthetic, 

acial, and political spheres of activity to which agree

.ent or disagreement could be recorded by means of the 

ikert technique was constructed. Alternate forms of the 

chedule were made to enable reliability of scores made 

y various groups to be calculated. 

It was hypothesized that correlation between scores 

epresenting intensity of responses to dogmatice state

lents in various spheres of human activity would be high. 

,cores of responses of beginning psychology students to 

tems on the test were found to be highly correlated. 

Significance at the .01 level of confidence was noted in 

.11 reliability tests.) 

It was hypothesized that stereotypy in thinking could 

>e measured by measuring the intensity of responses to 

logmatic statements concerned with the various spheres of 

Luman activity. To test this typothesis, extre~e groups 

rere scored on the instrument. The scores failed to dis

iriminate between individuals of the group, although the 

;roup variability, as measured by the standard deviation 

>f the group of fifty-seven members of Sigma Xi, was 

1ignificantly different from the general student popula

;ion. Another test was made using the rank-difference 

~orrelation of the size of the score on the schedule with 

39 
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he re.ting of Baptist students who took the test. A I' of 

31 was found. This was not significant at either the 

01 or the .05 level of confidence. 

It is concluded that the test as developed and 

tatistice.lly analyzed did not measure stereotypy in 

hinking in individuals. The investigation of the pro

ess termed "stereotypy in thinking" has raised the 

_uestion of whether the manifest relationship between re

.ctions to dogmatic statements of concrete concepts tree.t

·d abstractly or abstract concepts treated concretely in 

;he various spheres of human activity can be accounted 

'or by the process termed stereotypy. 
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catemente included in GAS pilot study. 

L. All men are created equal. 

2. True Christians are honest in all situations. 

3. No one can be perfectly free until everyone is free. 

4. A person is either for education or against it. 

5. You must choose between science and religion. 

6. You can't trust a Russian. 

7. All intellectuals are alike. 

3. Modern art is nothing but a joke on the people 
that like it. 

9. The most absent-minded people on earth are college 
professors. 

o. What this country needs is less theorizing and more 
good hard work. 

1. The search for knowledge is the mark of all great 
minds. 

2. A man cannot be honest and become rich. 

3. If it weren't for hypocrites, we would be better off. 

4. '!he main cause for our troubles today is easy to see 

5. Money is the root of all evil. 

6. Every person is born sinful. 

7. Leadership requires personal qualities which inspire 
sub-ordinates with absolute confidence and respect. 

8. There are some people who will never amount to any
thing. 

9. Either the Democrats or the Republicans are wrong. 

o. Apy re-blooded American will fight to defend his 
property. 
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L. There is a place for everything., and everything should 
be in its place. 

2. There are some people who are naturally evil. 

3. A person with bad manners, habits, and Q.r.oeeding can 
hardly expect to be liked and accepted by decent.people. 

4. All Negroes are musically talented. 

5. What youth needs most is strict discipline., rugged 
determination., and the will to work and fight for 
family and country 

6. You can't trust the Russians. 

7. A person who does not enter a contest to win should 
not enter in the first place. 

3. Americans are good to foreigners. 

9. No matter how they act on the surface., men are in
terested in women for only one reason. 

D. If it weren't for labor unions., we would be better 
off. 

1. Confidence is the key to success. 

2. What this country need~ is fewer laws and agencies., 
and more courageous., tireless., devoted leaders whom 
the people can put their faith in. 

3. All criminals should be punished more severely to 
stop the spread of crime. 

4. Loyalty to the Nation is the high~st virtue. 

5. Homosexuality is a particularly rotten form of 
delinquency and ought to be severely punished. 

6. No man controls his own destiny. 

7. You can always recognize a leader in any group. 

B. It is only natural and right that women be restricted 
in certain ways in which men have more freedom. 

9. People who lead healthy lives will be healthy. 

o. Women are unpredictable. 
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L. It is a fundamental American tradition that the in
dividual must remain free of government, free to make 
money and spend it as he likes. 

2. Everyone knows right from wrong. 

3. A person is either for a better society or against 
it. 

4. Experience is the best teacher. 

5. The best way to solve social problems is to stick 
close to the middle of the road, to move slowly, and 
to avoid extremes. 

6. Scientists have a personality all their own. 

7. Women spend more money on clothing than is necessary. 

3. People of average intelligence are happier than 
geniuses. 

9. God helps those who help themselves. 

Do You can't trust a foreigner. 

1. There will always be wars because, for one thing, 
there will always be races who ruthlessly try to grab 
more than their share. 

2. All modern music is noisy and discordant. 

3. All Jews are the same. 

4. Old maids are naturally mean and bitter. 

5. It is Man's nature to protect the weak. 

6. We need someone in the government to enforce our 
democratic principles. 

7. Knowledge is a supreme value. 

B. Politicians can not be both honest and successful. 

9. Mexico can never advance to the standards of the US, 
due mainly to the innate dirtiness, laziness, and 
general backwardness of the Mexicans. 

o. It it weren't for labor unions, we would be better 
offo 



,1. The reason for our success as a nation is the 
application of democracy in our government. 

,2. There is nothing new under the sun. 
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,3. There are some people who instinctively do the right 
things. 

,4. Either intellectuals or businessmen are wrong. 

,5. A large scale system of sterilization would be one 
good way of breeding out criminals and other un
desirable elements in our society and so raise its 
general standards. 

,6. Good and Evil are as opposite as night and day. 

7. A person is either_ for Progress.or against it. 

,8. There is a right way and a wrong way to do anything. 

,9. European refugees may be in need, but it would be a 
mistake to lower our immigration quotas and allow 
them to flood the country. 

o. You can't trust politicians. 

1. Faith in God is greater than all science. 

2. '!he people who raise all the talk about putting 
Negroes on the same level as whites and giving them 
the same privileges are radical agitators trying to 
stir up conflicts. 

3. All p.oliticians are corrupt. 

4. Modern painting is a true reflection of the beauty 
of Nature in our time. 

5. Men are all the same. 

6. In view of the present national emergency, it is im
portant to limit responsible government jobs to na
tive, white, Christian Americans. 

7. True love is blind to the faults of the beloved. 

a. Whatever is good for business is good for the 
country. 

9. Only fools waste their time learning more than they 
need to know. 
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~o. If it weren't for the Negroes, we would be better off. 

~l. Obedience is the most important trait for a child to 
have. 

12. Doing nothing is better than doing the wrong thing. 

13. There are no circumstances which would justify giv
ing up any of our Constitutional freedoms. 

14. The main threat to Amerian institutions during this 
century has come from the infiltration of foreign 
ideas, doctrines, and agitators. 

15. If everyone did just as he pleased, everything would 
be in a mess. 

16. All Negroes are talented musically. 

17. The monied class is interested only in maintaining 
the status quo. 

,8. One main difficulty with allowing the entire popula
tion to participate fully in government affairs is 
that such a large percentage is innately deficient 
and incapable. 

,9. There is no love like the love of a mother for her 
child. 

o. If it weren't for the Communists, we would be better 
off. 

l. People would be better off if they did not try to 
climb above their class. 

2. Although women are necessary now in the armed forces 
and in industry, they should be returned to their 
proper place in the home as soom as possible. 

3. Foreigh foods with fancy names are too rich and ex
pensive for simple, plain people to enjoy. 

4. People who work at something productive should earn 
more than mere artists or entertainers. 

5. Most people who go to church every Sunday are only 
hypocrites. 

6. There is an obvious difference between normal people 
and the insane. 
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97. People with bad blood should not have families. 

98. Loyalty to friends and family should be required of 
all people. 

•4 • • 

99. People who den 1 t work shouldn't eat. 

oo. There will always be superior and inferior nations 
in the world and, in the interests of all concerned, 
it is best that the superior ones be in control of. 
world affairs. 

01. Progressive education is superior to the traditional 
type education. 

02. Young boys have more fun than young girls. 

03. Patriotism and loyalty are the first and most im-
portant requirements of a good citizen. 

04. A person is either for law and order or against it. 

05. You must choose between politics and religion. 

06. Socialism is only diluted Communism. 

07. You can't trust an Oriental. 

08. All women are alike. 

09. Only in the Bible will you find ultimate Truth. 

10. The interests of the government are different from 
those of private businessmen and bankers. 

11. There are some things it is better not to know. 

12. If preachers were honest, there would be no 
churches. 

13. If it weren't for taxes, we would be better off 

14. Things are never what they seem. 

15. (This statement o~itted through error.) 

16. Clumsy people are not as smart as graceful people. 

17. Science is in direct conflict with religion. 

18. Negro athletes are the finest in the world. 
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.19. People who pay more taxes should have more privileges • 

. 20. If it weren't for the Jews, we would be better off • 

. 21. There is a limit to the things man can understand • 

. 22. There is a world of difference between politicians 
and statesmen • 

. 23. A leader should be able and willing to do anything. 
that subordinates are required to do. 

24. The Jews are responsible for some of our greatest 
scientific advances. 

250 WomanYs place is in the home. 

260 There is something wrong with a boy who would rather 
read than play foorball. 

27. TherA is unlimited opportunity for advancement in 
the United States. 

280 Genius is the next thing to insanity. 

29. People with any Negro blood are Negroes. 

30. You can always tell a college man. 

31. Loyalty to God is more important that loyalty to 
country. 

32. Every man has his price. 

33. A person is either for democracy or against it. 

34. You canvt trust foreigners. 

35. All Chinese are alike. 

36. What this country needs is a return to the faith of 
our fathers. 

57. There are some poeple who are just naturally good. 

58. If Negroes kept in their place there would be less 
conflict between races. 

59. Male ballet dancers are effeminate. 

~o. Abnormal people are a menace to society. 



L41. Concscientious objectors are no better than draft 
dodgers and should be punished. -

L42. No one should ever think evil of his parents. 

L43. Minister's children are always wild and reckless • 

. 44. If a person wants to do right, he will do right • 

. 45. Social fraternities and sororities help students 
to round out their personalities, so should be 
encouraged • 

. 46. A strong mind goes with a weak body • 

. 47. Horror comic books and stories should be banned 
from the newsracks in drugstores • 

. 48. To learn a skill is to become educated • 
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. 49. Science will be able to tell us everything we need 
to know in a few years • 

. 50o You canVt trust a Communist • 

. 51. If it werenVt for greed we would be better off • 

. 52. Either the Catholics or the Protestants are wrong • 

. 53. It is easy to recognize a Jew • 

. 54. Charity should begin at home • 

. 55. College football players canvt be good students 
because they havenVt time to study • 

. 56. Marriages which mix nationalities are quite all 
right. 

57. Certain races are smarter than other races. 

58. There will always be war on this earth. 

59. World tension has been strained to the breaking 
point, and unless something to relieve the tension 
is done at or.ce 9 war will be inevitable. 

60. Grades should not be given in school. 

61. A personva destiny depends entirely on his luck. 



L62. Some people seem to sense dangero 

L63. If it weren't for liquor we would be better offo 

.64. Men become policemen because they are too lazy to 
take some other type of job • 

. 65o All fanatics should be carefully controlled • 

. 66. Nothing should be done that isn't necessaryo 
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.67o A person who has trouble learning something remem
bers it better • 

. 680 There are no limits to man's expanding knowledge • 

. 6~. All politicians are alike • 

. 70. You can't trust people o 

.71. In the long run~ Justice will triumph • 

. 72. People who work their way through college are the 
best students • 

. 73. America has made more progress than any other 
countryo 

.74. Consistent winning shows excellence in sports • 

. 75. A child who is brilliant when young will burn out 
and become dull by maturityo 

.76. Right and Wrong are direct oppositeso 

.77 o No man can exist alone o 

78. Common sense always furnishes the best solution to 
any problemo 

79. No one can be perfectly moral until all the world 
is moral. 

80. A person is either for individualism or against ito 

81. You can't trust a politician. 

82. If it weren't for concentrating on winning elections 
we would be better off. 

83. America will always fight for the right. 



184. All men reap the harvest of their own planting. 

185. There is only one right person for each of us to 
marry. 

186. People who are always talking never think. 

187. There will always be poverty. 

188. All power is God's. 

189. You must choose between socialism and democracy. 

L90. All Negroes are the same. 

L91. Regular church-goers are more moral than non
churchgoers. 
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L92. M0st problems today could be solved better by logic 
than by emotion • 

. 93. The man who would betray a friend is worse than a 
criminal • 

. 94. Only practical men get anything accomplished • 

. 95. A strong silent person feels things more deeply than 
does one who talks easily • 

. 96. Children today need discipline more than anything 
else • 

. 97. '!here is one great love in the life of every person • 

. 98. Education is a failure for the average highschool 
student. 

99. A strong will can overcome all difficulties. 

:oo. People who lead sinful lives always come to bad ends. 

01. Ignorance and stupidity are the causes for supersti
tion. 

02. A strong mind goes with a healthy body. 

03. There is always one best solution to any problem. 

04. All that glistens is not gold. 

)5. Everyone desires immortality. 
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206. If you try to please everybody, you will not please 
anybody. 

207. Of the arts, there is one superior to all the others. 

208. Anything that is really good will be good forever. 

209. There is a time for all things. 

210. Basically, everyone is honest. 

211. To the pure in heart, all things are pure •. 

212. Nothing is permanent, everything must change. 

213. The American way of life alone permits man perfect 
freedom. 

214. Intelligent people no longer accept the teachings 
of the church. 

215. Friends hold all things in common. 

216. All work is noble. 

217. If a man works hard enough, he can accomplish any
thing he sets out to do. 

218. The American form of government is the only one in 
which a man has a chance. 

219. A mentally 111 person should be put in an asylum for 
his own good and for the good of society. 

220. Only a fool would deny the value of religion. 
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Statements included in GAS. 

lo There is a limit to the things man can understand. 

2. Certain races are smarter than other races. 

3. Patriotism and loyalty are the first and most important require
·ments of a good citizen. 

4. It is man's nature to protect the weak. 

5. All politicians are alike. 

6. It is a fundamental American tradition that the individual must 
remain free of government, free to make money and spend it as 
he likes. 

7 • Only a fool would deny the value of religion. 

a. People who work their way through college are the best studentso 

9. If it weren't for concentrating on winning elections, we would 
be better off. 

lo. A mentally ill person should_be put in an asylum for his own 
good and for the good of societyo 

Ll. Young boy:s have more .fun than young girls. 

L2 • One main difficulty with allowing the entire population to par
ticipate fully in government affairs is that such a large per
centage is innately incapable • 

. 3. If you try to please everybody, you will not please· anybody • 

. 4. What this country needs is fewer laws and agencies, and more 
courageous, tireless, devoted leaders whom the people can put 
their faith in • 

. 5. Science will be able to tell us everything we need to know in 
a few years • 

. 6 • If a man works hard enough, he can accomplish anything he sets 
out to doo 

7. All work is noble. 

a. A person is either for democracy or against it. 
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19. Either intellectuals or businessmen are wrong. 

20. You can't trust politicianso 

21. A person's destiny depends entirely on his luck. 

220 True love is blind to the faults of the beloved. 

23. There are no circumstances which would justify giving up any of 
our Constitutional freedoms. 

24. World tension has been strained to the breaking point, and 
unless something to relieve the tension is done at once, war is 
inevitable. 

250 Right and Wrong are direct opposites. 

260 No one can be perfectly moral until all the world is moralo 

270 The reason for our success as a nation is our application of 
democracy in govermento 

28. People who work at something productive should earn more than 
mere artists or entertainerso 

290 Progressive education is superior to the traditional type 
educationo 

300 A person is either for law and order or against ito 

3lo There are some people who are just naturally goodo 

320 Common sense always furnishes the best solution to any problem. 

33. If it weren't for taxes, we would be better off. 

340 Nothing should be done that isn't necessary. 

35. You can't trust foreigners. 

36. If it weren't for the Jews, we would be better offo 

37. A strong mind goes with a weak body. 

38. The interests of the government are different from those of 
private businessmen and bankers. 

39. If preachers were honest~ there would be no churches. 

lOo Everyone desires immortality. 

llo All that glistens is not gold. 
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42. You can always tell a college man. 

43. Ignorance and stupidity are the causes for superstition. 

44. Either the Democrats or the Republicans are wrong. 

45. A strong will can overcome all difficulties. 

46. Most people who go to church every Sunday are only hyprocrites. 

47. Conscientious objectors are no better than draft dodgers and 
should be punished. 

48. Basically, everyone is honest. 

49. Children today need discipline more than anything else. 

50. Some people seem to sense danger. 

5lo All Jews are the same. 

52. Nothing is permanent, everything must change. 

53. Doing nothing is better than doing the wrong thing. 

54. Everyone knows right from wrong. 

55. There will always be wars because, for one thing, there will 
always be races who ruthlessly try to grab more than their 
share. 

56. Every person is born sinful. 

57. There will always be superior and inferior nations in the world 
and, in the interests of all concerned, it is best that the 
superior ones be in control of world affairs. 

58. Loyalty to the Nation is the highest virtue. 

59. There are some things it is better not to know. 

;o. The American way of life alone permits man perfect freedom. 

;1. Obedience is the most important trait for a child to have. 

>2. There will always be war on this earth. 

>3• Negro athletes are the finest in the world. 

14. !,person who does not enter a contest to win should not enter 
in the first place. 
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65. God helps those who help themselveso 

66. You ·can't trust people. 

6 7. A child who is brilliant when young will burn out and become 
dull by maturity. · 

68. Ministers' children are always wild and reckless• 

69. Old maids are naturally mean and bittero 

70. All modern music is noisy and discordant. 

71. If. it weren't for greed we would be better off. 

72. People who lead sinful lives always come to bad endso 

73. You must choose between socialism and democracy. 

74. The best way to solve social problems is to stick close to the 
middle of the road, to move slowly, and to avoid extremes. 

75. America will always fight for the right. 

760 Science is in direct conflict with religion. 

77. Any red-blooded .American will fight to defend his property. 

78. Good and Evil are as opposite as night and day. 

79. Charity should begin at home. 

so. Only practical men get anything accomplished. 

81. You must choose between politics and religion. 

82. We need someone in the government to enforce our democratic 
principles. 

83. There are some people who are naturally evil. 

84. There is one great love in the life of every person. 

85. The .American form of government is the only one in which a man 
has a chance. 

86 • Woman's place is in the home. 

87 o Anything that is really good will be good forever. 

88. No man controls his own destiny. 



89. If everyone did just as he pleased, everything would be in a 
mess• 

90. There is no love like the love of a mother for her child. 
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91. Although women are necessary now in the armed forces and in 
industry, they should be returned to their proper place in the 
home as soon as possibleo 

92. Things are never what they seem. 

93. There is something wrong with a boy who would rather read than 
play football. 

94. To learn a skill is to become educated. 

95. No one should ever think evil of bis parents. 

96. Only fools waste their time learning more than they need to 
know. 

97. Friends hold all things in common. 

98. Intelligent people no longer accept the teachings of the 
church. 

99. A strong mind goes with a healthy body. 

loo. Knowledge is a supreme value. 
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Statements included in alternate forms (A and B) of the GASo 

Form A 

1. There is a limit to the things man can understand. 

2. Patriotism and loyalty are the first and most impor
tant requirements of a good citizen. 

3. All politicians are alike. 

4. Only a fool would deny the value of religion. 

5. If it weren't for concentrating on winning elections, 
we would be better off. 

6. Young boys have more fun than young girls. 

7o If you try to please everybody, you will not please 
anybody. 

a. Science will be able to tell us everything we need 
to know in a few years. 

9. All work is noble. 

10. Either intellectuals or businessmen are wrong. 

11. A person's destiny depends entirely on his luck. 

12. Th.ere· are no circumstances which would justify giv
ing up any of our Constitutional freedoms. 

13. Right and Wrong are direct opposites. 

14. The reason for our success as a·nation is our 
application of democracy in government. · 

15. Progressive education is superior to the traditional 
type education. 

16. There are some people who are just naturally good. 

17. If it weren't for taxes, we would be better off. 

18. You can't trust foreigners. 

19. A strong mind goes with a weak body. 
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20. If preachers were honest, there would be no churches.· 

21. Ail that glistens is not gold. 

22. Ignorance and stupidity are the causes for supersti
tion. 

23. A strong will can overcome all difficulties. 

24. Conscientious objectors are no better than draft 
dodgers and should be punished. 

25. Children today need discipline more than anything 
else. 

26. All Jews are the sameo 

27. Doing nothing is better than doing the wrong thing. 

28. There will always be wars because» for one thing» 
there will always be races who ruthlessly try to 
grab more than their share. 

29 o 'lb.ere will always be superior and inferior nations 
in the world and~ in the interests of all concerned, 
it is best that the superior ones be in control of 
world affairs. 

30. TJ:iijre a.re some things it is better not to knowo 

31. Obedience is the most important trait for a child to 
have. 

32. Negro athletes are the finest in the world. 

33. God helps those who help themselves. 

34. A child who is brilliant when y·oung will burn out 
and become dull by maturity. 

35. Old maids are naturally mean and bittero 

36. If it weren't for greed we would be better off. 

37. You must choose between socilism and democracy. 

38. America will always fight for the right. 

39. Any red-blooded American will fight to defend his 
property. 



40. Charity should begin at home. 

41. You must choose between politics and religion. 

42. Tb.ere are some people who are naturally evil. 

43. The American form of government is the only one in 
which a man has a chance. 

44. Anything that is really good will be good forever .• 
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45. If everyone did just ae he pleased, everything would 
be in a mess. 

46. Although women are necessary now in the armed forces 
and in industry, they should be returned to their 
proper place in t.he home as soon as possible. 

47. There is something wrong with a boy who would rather 
read than play footballo 

48. No one should ever think evil of his parents. 
49. Friends hold all things in common. 

0 

50. A strong mind goes with a healthy body. 

Form B 

1. Certain races are smarter than other races. 

2. It is man's nature to protect the weak. 

3. It is a fundamental American tradition that the in
dividual must remain free of government, free to make 
money and spend it as he likes. 

4. People who work their way through college are the 
best students. 

5. A mentally 111 person should be put in an asylum for 
his own good and for the good of society. 

6. One main difficulty with allowing the entire popula
tion to participate fully in government affairs is 
that such a large percentage is innately incapable. 

7. What this country needs is fewer laws and agencies, 
and more courageous, tireless, devoted leaders whom 
the people can put their faith in. 



8. If a man works hard enough, he can accomplish any
thing he sets out to do. 

9. A person is either for democracy or against it. 

10. You can't trust politicians. 

11. True love is blind to the faults of the beloved. 
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12. World tension has been strained to the breaking point, 
and unless something to relieve the tension is done 
at once, war will be inevitable. 

13. No one can be perfectly moral until all the world is 
moral. 

14. People who work at something productive should earn 
more than mere artists or entertainers. 

15. A person is either for law and order or against it. 

16. Common sense always furnishes the best solution to 
any problem. 

17. Nothing should be done that isnit necessary. 

18. If it weren't for the Jews, we would be better off. 

19. The interests of the government are different from 
those of private businessmen and bankers. 

20. Everyone desires immortality. 

21. You can always tell a college man. 

22. Either the Democrats or the Republicans are wrong. 

23. A strong will can overcome all difficulties. 

24. Basically, everyone is honest. 

25. Some people seem to sense danger. 

26. Nothing is permanent, everything must change. 

27. Everyone knows right from wrong. 

28. Every person is born sinful. 

29. Loyalty to the Nation is the highest virtue. 



39. The American way of life alone permits man perfect 
freedom. 

31. There will always be war on this earth. 
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32. A person who does not enter a contest to win should 
not enter in the first place. 

33. You can't trust people. 

34. Ministers' children are always wild and reckless. 

35. All modern music is noisy and discordant. 

36. People who lead sinful lives always come to bad ends. 

37. Tne best way to solve social problems is to stick 
~lose to the middle of the road, to move slowly, and 
to avoid extremes. 

38 •. Science is in direct conflict with religion. 

39. Good and Evil are as opposite as night and day. 

40. Only practical men get anything accomplished. 

41. We need someone in the government to enforce our 
democratic principles. 

42. There is one great love in the life of every person. 

43. Woman's place is in the home. 

44. No man controls his own destiny. 

45. There is no love like the love of a mother for her 
child. 

46. 'lhings are never what they seem. 

47. To learn a skill is to become educated. 

48. Only fools waste their time learning more than they 
need to know. 

49. Intelligent people no longer accept the teachings of 
the church. 

50. Knowledge is a supreme value. 
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Letter sent with GAS to members of Sigma Xi. 

May 19,11 1955 

Dear (name of addressee placed here) 

Will you assist me in the development of a problem 
for a Master's thesis by filling out the enclosed general 
attitude survey? 

The Problem is one of test construction. A sampling 
has been made of student opinion for this purpose but no 
sample of the opinion of the professional group on our 
campus has been obtained. To sample a particular segment 
of that group, certain members of the staff and faculty 
are being asked to help by filling out these surveys. 

If you will help by placing your name on the cover 
and filling out the survey, then returning it to me 
through campus mail, I would sincerely appreciate it. 

Yours truly s, 

/a/Vernon L. Kiker, Jr. 

Vernori L. Kiker, Jr. 
c/o Psychology.Department 
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